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Neutral: 6 Per day. ATM Not Enough.
Arcimoto is now producing 6 vehicles per day, up from 4 per day last month and still
on track, we believe, for 12 per day by year end and 1,000 vehicles manufactured this
year. However, we regard the company’s most exigent challenge is raising cash
necessary to fund estimated operating losses and the $70 to $80 million of capital
expenditures the company estimates it requires over the next two years. We remain on
the sidelines for now due to financing risks and the likelihood of consensus estimate
reductions.
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Investment
Highlights

Arcimoto is now producing 6 vehicles per day and is scheduled to increase production
to 12 per day by year-end. This should enable Arcimoto to reach its goal of producing
1,000 vehicles this year. We believe a substantial share of the vehicles produced will be
allocated to company owned and operated rental facilities or provided to third-party
rental operations in return for revenue sharing arrangements.
Cash to fund operations and capital spending remains the most important issue for
Arcimoto. The company ended Q1 with $5.2 million in cash and it is burning over $10
million per quarter before the $35 million to $40 million it has identified it needs for
capital spending in each of the next two years. The company has stated it believes an atthe-market (ATM) offering will be adequate for its needs. We disagree. Even if the
company were able to sell 10% of current volume, it would take over two years to fund
one year of estimated operating losses and capital spending needs. We believe funding
needs will weigh on the shares until corrected.
Valuation
There is a wide range of comparable valuations. Ayro and ElectraMeccanica trade at a
negative enterprise value, while GreenPower Motor and Workhorse trade at an average
enterprise value consistent with Arcimoto, but at a lower EV/Sales ratio than FUV. The
average EV/pre-order ratio is almost $40,000 per unit pre-ordered, above where the
shares are trading currently.
Risks
Risks for the company include the ability to access the capital markets on favorable
terms, changes in the transportation market driven by the reaction to the COVID-19
pandemic, ability to target the delivery and first responder markets, achieving efficiency
and scale at the company’s manufacturing plant, navigating state helmet laws and directto-consumer sales laws and overall economic conditions.
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Outlook
We project revenue in 2022 of $9.6 million, growing to $29.5 million in 2023. This assumes unit deliveries of about 470 in 2022 and
1,550 in 2023. Our estimates are below consensus. The company recently re-located its manufacturing operations to a larger facility in
Eugene, Oregon and we believe it has the capacity to produce about 5,000 units annually with the current equipment and multiple shifts.
The company’s goal is production capacity of 50,000 units annually, but we believe this requires substantially more equipment and
capital. The company estimates its 18-month cash needs at $100 million, and the bulk of this amount for capital equipment.
We estimate current cash balances are not adequate to fund the company’s plans. We have assumed capital raises in 2022 and 2023 to
fund the company’s operations and growth. We believe the need to raise capital will pressure the shares until that uncertainty is mitigated.
Valuation
There is a wide range of comparable valuations, reducing its efficacy as a valuation tool. Ayro and ElectraMeccanica, like Arcimoto,
are producing electric vehicles, Ayro for the delivery market and ElectraMeccanica for the consumer market. Both trade close to
enterprise value. Both GreenPower Motor, and Workhorse are producing electric vehicles for the bus and truck markets and trade at an
average enterprise value consistent with Arcimoto.

Source: FactSet and Dawson James Securities estimates

We believe the shares have been partly driven by the company’s pre-order book, which has grown from about 1,100 units at the end of
2017 to 5,514 units at the end of Q4 2021. The following chart constructs the Enterprise Value/Pre-order ratio since late 2017. Over that
time frame, the average EV/pre-order ratio is almost $40,000 per unit pre-ordered. Current valuation is near the range before the share
price increase beginning in the early part of 2020.

Source: Arcimoto, FactSet, Dawson James Securities estimates.

Risk Analysis: Risks include the ability to access the capital markets on favorable terms, changes in the transportation market driven
by the reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic, ability to target the delivery and first responder markets, achieving efficiency and scale at
the company’s manufacturing plant, navigating state helmet laws and direct-to-consumer sales laws and overall economic conditions.
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Exhibit 1. Income Statement

Source: Arcimoto, Inc. and Dawson James Securities estimates
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Exhibit 2. Balance Sheet and Cash Flow Statement

Source: Arcimoto, Inc. and Dawson James Securities estimates
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Important Disclosures:
Price Chart:

Price target and ratings changes over the past three years:
Initiated – Neutral – March 15, 2022 – Price Target NA
Update – Neutral – April 4, 2022 – Price Target NA
Update – Neutral – April 27, 2022 – Price Target NA
Update – Neutral – May 3, 2022 – Price Target NA
Update – Neutral – May 17, 2022 – Price Target NA
Update – Neutral – June 21, 2022 – Price Target NA

Dawson James Securities, Inc. (the "Firm") is a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA") and the Securities
Investor Protection Corporation ("SIPC").
The Firm does not make a market in the securities of the subject company(s). The Firm has not engaged in investment banking
relationships with the subject company in the prior twelve months, as a manager or co-manager of a public offering and has not received
compensation resulting from those relationships. The Firm may seek compensation for investment banking services in the future from
the subject company(s). The Firm has received other compensation from the subject company(s) in the last 12 months for services
unrelated to managing or co-managing of a public offering.
Neither the research analyst(s) whose name appears on this report nor any member of his (their) household is an officer, director, or
advisory board member of these companies. The Firm and/or its directors and employees may own securities of the company(s) in this
report and may increase or decrease holdings in the future. As of June 16, 2022, the Firm as a whole did not beneficially own 1% or
more of any class of common equity securities of the subject company(s) of this report. The Firm, its officers, directors, analysts, or
employees may affect transactions in and have long or short positions in the securities (or options or warrants related to those securities)
of the company(s) subject to this report. The Firm may affect transactions as principal or agent in those securities.
Analysts receive no direct compensation in connection with the Firm's investment banking business. All Firm employees, including the
analyst(s) responsible for preparing this report, may be eligible to receive non-product or service-specific monetary bonus compensation
that is based upon various factors, including total revenues of the Firm and its affiliates as well as a portion of the proceeds from a broad
pool of investment vehicles consisting of components of the compensation generated by investment banking activities, including but
not limited to shares of stock and/or warrants, which may or may not include the securities referenced in this report.
Although the statements in this report have been obtained from and are based upon recognized statistical services, issuer reports or
communications, or other sources that the Firm believes to be reliable, we cannot guarantee their accuracy. All opinions and estimates
included in this report constitute the analyst's judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice.
Information about valuation methods and risks can be found in the "Valuation" and "Risk Analysis" sections of this report.
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The securities of the company discussed in this report may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives
and financial position. This report is offered for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or
sell any securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such would be prohibited. Additional information is available upon request.

Ratings Definitions:
1)
2)
3)

Buy: The analyst believes the price of the stock will appreciate and produce a total return
of at least 20% over the next 12-18 months;
Neutral: The analyst believes the price of the stock is fairly valued for the next 12-18
months;
Sell: The analyst believes the price of the stock will decline by at least 20% over the next
12-18 months and should be sold.

The following chart reflects the range of current research report ratings for all companies, followed by the analysts of the Firm. The
chart also reflects the research report ratings relating to those companies for which the Firm has performed investment banking
services.

Current as of 16-Jun-22
Company
Coverage
Ratings Distribution
Market Outperform (Buy)
Market Perform (Neutral)
Market Underperform (Sell)
Total

# of Companies
31
12
0
43

Investment
Banking
% of Total
72%
28%
0%
100%

# of Companies
4
0
0
4

% of
Totals
13%
0%
0%
9%

Analyst Certification:
The analyst(s) whose name appears on this research report certifies that 1) all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his
(their) personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers discussed; and 2) no part of the research analyst's compensation
was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in this
research report; and 3) all Dawson James employees, including the analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report, may be
eligible to receive non-product or service-specific monetary bonus compensation that is based upon various factors, including total
revenues of Dawson James and its affiliates as well as a portion of the proceeds from a broad pool of investment vehicles consisting of
components of the compensation generated by investment banking activities, including but not limited to shares of stock and/or warrants,
which may or may not include the securities referenced in this report.
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